
Items needed:
Four footballs, four kicking tees, a dozen Easter eggs

Set up: 
Set the four footballs upright, pointed end straight up, on the kickstands on a table. 

Instructions: 
In this game, the player has 60 seconds to stand an Easter egg on its end on top of 
each of the four footballs. If he completes the task in 60 seconds or less, he wins a 
prize.

For younger students, reduce the number of footballs to three or two. 

EGGS UP



Items needed:
Two pizza trays, Easter eggs

Set up: 
Mark a starting point and ending point, 20-30 feet apart. 

Instructions: 
In this game, a player has 60 seconds to carry two eggs from point A to point B by 
balancing them on the pizza pans. The player must hold the pans from the bottom, and 
he cannot touch the eggs with his hands. If an egg drops, the player has to start over - 
if there are eggs left to start over with. 

For younger kids, use one pan and one egg, but only let the player carry the tray with 
one hand.

Items needed: 
Five plastic Easter eggs with different amounts of candy. 

Setup:
Fill each egg with a different amount of candy. Use five different colored eggs, and 
write down the order - from most to least - of which egg has the most candy. 
 
Instructions: 
In this challenge, one player will have 60 seconds try and sort the five eggs into 
order by how much candy they have in them. The player can pick up the eggs, 
weigh them in their hands, and shake them, but he cannot open the eggs. If he gets 
the eggs in the correct order before time expires, he wins a prize. 

For younger kids, reduce the number of eggs in play to 3 or 4.

EGGS ARE UP

EGG SORT



Items needed: 
An empty egg carton
A bag of normal sized plastic Easter eggs

Setup: 
None

Instructions: 
In this game, a player has 60 seconds to load up the egg carton by dropping eggs into 
the twelve slots in the egg carton. Set the egg carton at the player’s feet, and give him 
the bag of eggs. The player will keep dropping eggs into the carton until all 12 spots are 
filled, or until time expires. 

Items needed:
Four empty paper towel rolls
Four plastic Easter eggs

Setup:
Set up a table with the eggs and paper towel rolls on it.

Instructions: 
In this challenge, the player has 60 seconds to build a rocket-shaped tower using the 
paper towel rolls and eggs. Set one paper towel roll on its end on the table. Stack 
an egg on top, on its end, being careful to keep it pointing straight up. Stack another 
paper towel roll on top of the egg. Keep building until you have four paper towel rolls 
and four eggs stacked, or until time expires. 

For younger kids, reduce the number of levels in the rocket tower to 2 or 3.

LOAD ‘EM UP

EGG ROCKET



Items needed: 
Table
Salt
Six eggs

Set up: 
None.

Instructions: 
Choose one player for this game. In this challenge, the player must get all six eggs to 
stand on their bigger end all on their own. He can use the salt to give the eggs 
something to stand on, but nothing else. If he completes the challenge in 60 seconds or 
less, he gets a prize.

For younger kids, use fewer eggs.
 
For older kids take away the salt.
 

Items needed: 
Twenty plastic Easter eggs

Setup:
Separate the tops and bottoms of twenty plastic eggs and spread them out on a 
table. 

Instructions: 
In this challenge, one player has 60 seconds to match up the tops and bottoms of 20 
Easter eggs. If he is able to successfully put the 20 eggs back together before time 
expires, he wins a prize. 

Use multiple sized eggs for this game. Make sure tops and bottoms will match. Use 
more eggs, 30 or so, for older kids to up the challenge. 

NOT AN EGG TO STAND ON

EGG SHELL SCRAMBLE



Items needed: 
A dozen real eggs
Plastic cups 

Set up: 
Set two or three plastic cups on their sides on one end of a long table, with the open 
end of the cup facing the opposite end of the table.

Instructions: 
In this challenge, one player has 60 seconds to roll an egg into each of the cups at the 
other end of the table. He can roll the eggs as many times as he wants, and he can 
stop eggs in mid-roll if they are going astray. Any eggs that fall off the table are out of 
the game. If the player can put one egg into each cup before time expires, he wins a 
prize. 

Use hard-boiled eggs if you’re worried about clean up. This could get messy on the 
floor.

Items needed: 
An egg-dying kit
Three cups
Three hard-boiled eggs

Set up: 
Prepare egg dye in three cups. Using the wire egg dippers, set an egg in each cup. 
Leave the wire dippers in place. 

Instructions: 
In this challenge, one player has 60 seconds to remove the three eggs from their 
cups by lifting them on the wire dippers with their mouth. The player cannot touch 
the eggs or the wire with their hands, and if the egg slides off the wire, they have to 
use their mouth to re-position the dipper under the egg by holding it with their mouth. 

EGG ROLL

DO A DIP



Items needed:
A pair of chopsticks
A Cadbury egg

Setup:
None.

Instructions: 
In this challenge, one player will attempt to unwrap a Cadbury egg without the use of 
his hands. Instead, the player must use a pair of chopsticks to unwrap the egg from 
the wrapper. If they complete the challenge in 60 seconds or less, they win a prize. 

CHINESE CHOCOLATE EGGS




